PREFACE
There is need for a new Einstein who can present a fresh and innovative
perspective of the subject based on original thought, calculation, visualization and insight
and can sift existing ideas, findings, facts, postulations and theories into an independent,
modern pattern that does not rest on how past thinkers\scientists saw starting natural
events for the origin of elementary particles and fundamental forces from the starting
energy to begin, hold & govern the material universe.
Based on an independent and clear perception, he can study, analyze, calculate,
interpret, use, apply and combine the available scientific facts, findings, theories,
technologies and modern model-dependent realities of nature’s laws to set them into a
new framework of how exactly the material universe originated to find new evidences to
remodel the entire processes for the same like the proposed Asamanya Vishwa model
does.
According to Asamanya Vishwa model the starting resonant energy 'Great
Energy' of the empty universe coincidently enters into a starting energy conversion chain
to coil it into a great energtic point or GEP which then recoils & radiates its resonant
energy into outward spirally transmitting closed resonant waves to accumulate into a
large empty space to make & hold an enormous torus shaped force field or a great
energetic ring of resonances or GERR. Such a force field makes & holds a highly
energetic space at its middle where fundamental forces & elementary particles are
originated to make and hold a ring shaped starting mass. Such an enormous ring shaped
starting mass splits and condenses into numerous disc shaped spherical masses (great
clouds) along the said middle. They remain at the same middle to orbit the GEP. After
the withdrawal of such GEP & GERR, the vast nebula like great clouds begin to rush
inward spirally towards the past GEP to gradually merge into each other around it to
make the first galaxy with its all the stars and planets. This is similarly followed by the
origin of another GEP & GERR to similarly make and hold another galaxies billion in
numbers.
The book ‘Asamanya vishwa’ makes a sincere attempt to finally putforth a radio
pulses driven electrochemical origin & evolution of a single ancestral genetic pool
"master cell" in earth's surrounding space on a falling frozen object 'MCIB' to asexually
synthesize individual starting genes in the form of pairs of starting fertile cells on the
earth. A paired fertile cell is able to grow into a pair of adult male & female to sexually
reproduce a species to establish life on the earth. Thus it explores a totally different path
of electrochemical origin & development of an ancestral genetic pool to asexually
synthesize & issue the individual starting genes for each of species in the form of a
starting pair of two starting fertile cells. As such billions of paired fertile cells are
asexually originated one by one to sexually reproduce billions of animal species on the
earth.
This model provides a new definition & framework of life that should enable
modern biologists to see modern cell, its origin & working with a radio pulses driven
mechanism that they have not known before this model. It should enable the medical
science to discover new bio techniques and medicines to treat incurable diseases related
to the malfunctioning DNA, like cancer, diabetes and AIDS etc. This model is also able
to scientifically reinterpret some of significant vedic concepts regarding origin of matter,

universe and life on the earth. A concerted effort by technologists and scientists from
different disciplines is needed to explore this new understanding.
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